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As Boomers transition into retirement and

or a detached cottage. A cottage, sometimes

contemplate how to maintain a vibrant and

also referred to as a villa, townhome or duplex,

active lifestyle, evaluating housing options

is a smaller home that accomplishes the

becomes part of the discussion. Some people

task of downsizing while still providing the

want to downsize and move into the city

resident with the appeal of a private home

to be at the heart of cultural activities with

without the maintenance responsibilities.

access to public transportation. Others invest

Furthermore, relocation to this product within

in renovations to ensure they can stay in their

a Life Plan Community typically gives the

current homes with neighborhoods they love

resident access to additional levels of care

for years to come. There is a greater desire

and supportive living options on campus

to age in place, which challenges both developers

as the need may arise.

and senior living providers to analyze housing

Introducing the Casetta

options in order to offer an enticing alternative
that is attractive to this market.
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the status quo, they want to avoid the stigma
of living in a senior living community. Today’s

Social Experiment

What’s Next?

With the Boomers’ nature to always challenge

In the history of Continuing Care Retirement

communities need to explore this generation’s

Communities (CCRCs), today often referred

preferred setting in order to entice them and

to as Life Plan Communities, an initial point

show how community life can provide them

of entry on campus has been to live

much more than they expected.

independently in either an apartment

The typical cottage
on campuses such
as these offers:

A HISTORY OF SUCCESS
with the Cottage Typology

AG Architecture and Capri Senior Communities have been working together for over

living and memory support components. Cottages

20 years, developing and designing senior living campuses that are considered assets

also act as a natural buffer to the single-family

to the communities they serve. Over 12 years ago, they introduced a cottage product

residential neighborhood to the south.

into several different campuses.
“Capri has always enjoyed a successful occupancy
The first iteration of the cottage product

and triplex cottages that overlook the shores

developed by AG and Capri was at Wilson

of Lake Michigan. Independent living apartment

Commons on Milwaukee’s South Side. This

and healthcare buildings were positioned

senior living community was designed for active

“behind” the cottages in order to provide cottage

55+ seniors. The goal was to continue the area’s

residents with desirable lake views.

1-1/2 and 2-car
attached garage options

and favorable returns with the cottage product,”
says Amy Schoenemann, AIA, Real Estate Development
Manager for Capri Senior Communities. “It provides

Open floor plans

area seniors with an early introduction to our
campuses and the easiest entry point into the senior
living continuum of care.” According to Schoenemann,

neighborhood spirit with a variety of independent

2-unit townhomes,
approximately 1,500-sq.ft.

living options that embrace family while nurturing

The Gables of Germantown was built in 2006

the average age of a cottage resident is 76 years

individuality. The charming campus includes

and is a 200-unit campus situated on 17-acres

old and 70% of these residents are couples. Nearly

The Chopin Ranch Homes, an offering of 17,

in a western Milwaukee suburb. Eleven duplex

60% transition into the independent living and

two-bedroom cottages.

cottages surround the independent living

assisted living options within the campus.

Gas fireplaces

Walk-in closets

apartments, which is across from the assisted
While the specific features and the marketability
of the cottages are important, a primary goal for this

Vaulted ceilings

product was integrating it into the master plan
in a way that creates a walkable neighborhood.
AG and Capri are continuously experimenting with
ways to enhance a sense of community.

Desirable finishes
and appliances

Minimal shared walls
with adjoining units

St. Catherine’s Commons is located in Kenosha,
Wis., about 30 miles south of Milwaukee. The
original site of St. Catherine’s Hospital was
redeveloped into a 253-unit, micro-CCRC
(excluding SNF). This project includes ten duplex

“Capri has always enjoyed a successful occupancy
and favorable returns with the cottage product.”
Amy Schoenemann, AIA,
Real Estate Development Manager for Capri Senior Communities.

INTRODUCING THE CASETTA
and Stone Creek Coffee™. A full-service,

While these earlier cottages have proven successful, Capri Senior Communities wanted
to introduce a new offering. The goal was to create a housing solution with an enriched
sense of community for active seniors who are considering entering the senior care
spectrum, an option that appeals to a younger senior demographic as well as those
in their later years fortunate to be living healthy, active lives without health challenges.

restaurant-style dining room is also available
for chef-prepared meals. Outdoor areas
include a large sun deck, beautifully landscaped
courtyard, putting green, bocce court, fenced
dog run, and stonework water feature. Other
amenities include the Foundry Pub, a movie
theater and a state-of-the-art wellness center

The over 292,000-square-foot main building

for Capri Senior Communities, together we

includes 122, one-and-two-bedroom independent

recognized that changing markets were driving

living apartments. Situated on the highest elevation

This community also offers an alternative

the need for a model that provided more density

in Grafton, large windows and balconies in the

to independent living apartments with The

and differentiated itself from the typical cottage

apartments capitalize on the expansive views and

Casettas, a cottage-style neighborhood

product,” says Schoenemann.

manicured grounds. Many apartments offer dens

comprising four, cottage-style homes. Each

with floor-to-ceiling windows, known as Jewel Box

8,514-square-foot Casetta offers four, two-

apartments. Each apartment has modern touches

bedroom, two-bathroom units with living

Wis., presented the right development opportunity

and market rate kitchens that provide accessibility

spaces, garages and private entrances.

to introduce a unique living option. Since this area

and allow staff to deliver health care offerings

The four units connect to a shared communal

had an underserved senior population, Capri

effectively within their home as they age in place.

area at the center of the Casetta. This allows

wanted to create a true sense of community

The community appeal
of an apartment with the ultimate
independence of a cottage/villa.

with lap pool, clinic and fitness gym.

“While the cottage model has performed well

The Grafton area, a northern suburb of Milwaukee,

The following attributes
are what make the
Casetta experience
unique and marketable:

A neighborhood-feel with
a private road, sidewalks
and front yards.

Desirable single-family
home attributes, including individual
entries, attached garages, foyers
and open floor plans.

residents to take advantage of this space

with this project and offer a distinct senior

As in all Capri communities, the main building

for larger family gatherings or to connect

living experience focused on health, well-being

is designed around a central hub of amenities and

with the other residents while keeping the

and an enhanced quality of life. While the

services to enhance residents’ health, happiness and

more intimate spaces of a home private.

campus includes assisted living apartments and

overall quality of life. A concierge guides visitors and

This is a cohousing experience that supports

a 26-bed, state-of-the art memory care community,

services resident requests. Residents, friends, family

socialization between the household neighbors

the independent living options are what set this

and members of the public can enjoy the Lime Kiln

while providing the extra space needed for

community apart.

Café with grab-and-go soups, salads, sandwiches,

entertaining family and friends.

Extended gathering space that
supports downsizing while providing
the extra room needed for larger
get-togethers.

Enhanced socialization
space and amenities to support
entertaining and interaction between
neighboring residents.

Full access to the
main building commons
area amenities.

A SOCIAL EXPERIMENT
With no other housing product in the local market like this at the time, or as far
as the team knew in the national market, Capri instinctively believed that it would
be a successful concept.
“We took a gamble on a social experiment,” says

apartments and wouldn’t consider a traditional

Schoenemann. “We didn’t have any analytical data,

senior living apartment complex at this point in our

feedback or hard market stats to support it. We

lives. Coming from a large home, we didn’t want

were increasing living space by 600-sq.ft, adding

to be in an apartment. The floor plan and condo-

construction costs as well as maintenance costs.

style living with the additional space available

Would it be worth it?”

if needed appealed to us, and it is pet-friendly.”

The answer is—Yes. This portion of the project

“We had a big house and huge garden, but it was

was 100% pre-leased due to the overall design and

a lot of work and we didn’t want to leave that burden

amenities desired by the market. The average

on our family should anything happen to us, so we

age of the resident is a range from 55 to 74 which

started looking,” says another resident couple in

compared to the cottage product is a drop

their 80’s. “The size of the space, the ability to rent

by eight years.

it and the communal area for larger family gatherings
make this perfect for us.”

“The younger residents saw it as an opportunity
for much needed simplification, but they weren’t

When it comes to the larger gathering area at the

ready for the larger communal building,”

heart of the Casetta design, initially 40% of the

Schoenemann says. “This opportunity allows people

occupants saw value in this additional space. After

to free up assets and reduces the perception

analysis a year later, 67% find it valuable, noting that

of barriers.”

it enhances their lifestyle and improves socialization.
While 20% of the residents use it two or three times

and Green Bay Packer games to craft projects and

on the community grounds, 62% are actively using

According to a Casetta resident couple in their

a week, 55% use it one or two times a month for

family gatherings, there are a variety of uses for

the main building amenities and enjoying the vibrant

mid-to-late 50’s, “We didn’t like traditional 55+

special occasions or holidays. From happy hours

the space.

lifestyle the campus offers.

These residents are enjoying the autonomy

“This is an attractive solution for active adults,” says

of their Casetta neighborhood while making

Schoenemann. “Residents have not compromised

the most of the amenities in the walkable

their lifestyle, in fact, many have improved their

campus. From grabbing a cup of coffee at the café

circumstances and are enjoying a high-end, carefree

or dinner in the restaurant to enjoying the fitness

living without home maintenance and upkeep.”

“The size of the space and ability to rent it as well as the communal
area for larger family gatherings make this perfect for us.”
Village Point Commons current resident

and aquatic center or activities like bocce ball

WHAT’S NEXT?
There are always opportunities for improvement. Based on the feedback from
residents and Capri’s operations teams, we believe there are ways to continue
to enhance both the design of the building and how the buildings are organized on
a given site.
When it comes to enhancements for each Casetta,

fireplace and an outdoor grill station. This

there is potential for two of the four villas to receive

adjustment will increase interaction opportunities

a two-car garage. Even though many residents are

between residents.

GARDEN

GARDEN

downsizing, this is a desirable option for some.
Based on the actual usage of the communal space,

Evaluating the overall site plan also presents

some design refinements can continue to enhance

opportunities for improvements. Enhanced

this extra living space. Due to the successful

connectivity can be achieved by organizing

connection between the villa and the adjacent

the Casettas around a shared outdoor amenity

socialization space, a full kitchen is not necessary

to encourage more interactions between residents.

in the gathering space. The residents can cook

If the Casetta space serves four villas, the site

comfortably in their ample unit kitchens with the

plan can become an amenity for 32 villas with

smaller communal kitchen equipped to support

connected pathways, outdoor garden plots and

minor food prep, presentation and service. This

gathering spaces, whether an open gazebo

By approaching the design as a retail destination

The further development of this concept continues

provides additional space that can be dedicated

or an enclosed clubhouse.

with the coffee shop and bistro being storefronts

to enhance the greater goal of increased walkability.

that draw the Casetta residents in an elevated

It provides a strong neighborhood feel that deepens

commons experience can be achieved.

a sense of community.

to outdoor activities, such as private relaxation,
organized grill outs or a space for gardening.
The redesign can benefit from a double-sided

A revised Casetta program can also drive the design
of the main commons building, by providing a more
dynamic flow into the community hub of activity.

SITE ENTRY
VISIBLE CONNECTION
TO INDEPENDENT
LIVING NEIGHBORS

FLOW INTO
COMMONS AREA
LIKE LOCAL RETAIL

THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR



YOUR COMMUNITY

We are on a mission to enhance the senior living experience by exploring how and where Boomers
want to live in the coming years. From our reports on The Casetta to What’s Next in Unit Design?
We have learned a lot about private living spaces, what we consider the building blocks of the

With construction costs on the rise and lending tightening, it is important

design process.

to understand the market you are entering and develop a design that hits the
We will continue to look for feedback, via our Boomers in Transition Survey Series, on topics

sweet spot.

such as living in community, desirable amenities and healthcare services. We welcome your
Support market analysis with focus groups

Senior living providers need to remove the

feedback as we consider a new model for the industry and what makes a senior living community

to help determine exactly how your community

perceived barriers of coming into “the big

“home sweet home”.

can make this unique option work.

building” and alter the status quo of senior living
in order to gain the desired Boomer attention.

Take our Living in Syle Survey:

HTTPS://AGARCH.COM/BOOMERS-IN-TRANSITION-LIVING-IN-STYLE/

“You’re not just selling ‘the product’,” says

The Casetta and future iterations of this concept

Schoenemann. “You’re selling the lifestyle

will continue to be a social experiment, one that

Take our Living in Community Survey:

associated with this unique product and the

looks to improve connectivity and add vibrancy

amenities, the lifestyle at the main campus.

to resident life in order to become an enticing

HTTPS://AGARCH.COM/LIVING-IN-COMMUNITY/

It’s a package deal, and your rent has the

housing option and a top choice for Boomers.

ability to reflect that or push the margins.”

If you would like information about our surveys or our architectural services please contact:

Jeff Hoffmann, Director of Client Relations
414-431-3131 | jhoffmann@agarch.com

About AG
AG Architecture is a full service architectural and engineering firm
that continues an almost 50-year commitment to innovative senior
living design. Whether new construction, an addition, or a complete
repositioning, our goal is very straightforward—to improve the
quality of life for our ever-growing senior population.
On every project, we take a bold, long-term view to design a building
that benefits the people who live and work inside—and outside—its
walls. The AG team has built long-term relationships with senior
living providers around the country because they have benefitted
from our ability to provide vision, build consensus, and bring certainty
and predictability to the construction process.

